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THE ROLE OF EMPLOYERS IN AN EXPRESSION OF INTEREST SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION & OBJECTIVES
The Government of Canada’s 2012 Budget identified as a priority the building of “a fast and flexible
economic immigration system whose primary focus is on meeting Canada’s labour market needs.”
Among the measures announced was the Government’s intention to “explore with provinces, territories
and employers approaches to developing a pool of skilled workers who are ready to begin employment
in Canada.”
In recent years, Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) has undertaken much needed reforms to
strengthen Canada’s immigration system and better support the country’s economic needs. Key among
drivers for this change have been calls for simpler, faster and more responsive immigration tools and
systems, through which Canadian employers can address some of their skill shortages. The creation of a
modernized, efficient economic immigration program for Canada provides an opportunity for an
increased role for employers in selecting economic immigrants. Such a role could facilitate a better
match between skilled immigrant supply and labour market demand, which we know to be of concern
to Canadian employers, and Canadians as a whole. It is envisioned that such a modernized system could
be implemented towards the end of 2014.
This paper provides the context for work currently underway to build an Expression of Interest (EOI)
approach to managing applications for immigration to Canada. It also identifies key issues and questions
for business leaders on EOI development and implementation.
WHAT IS EXPRESSION OF INTEREST?
Historically, Canada’s immigration system has been characterized by the passive acceptance of
immigration applications, whereby CIC has processed all applications it receives. Over the years, Canada
has received far more applications than can be accommodated within the Cabinet-approved
Immigration Levels Plan each year. Long wait times for applicants and large application backlogs in
some immigration categories have resulted, with limited ability to ensure alignment to Canada’s
economic needs. The 2008 Action Plan for Faster Immigration gave the Minister the authority to better
align overall application volumes to annual admissions commitments, through the use of numerical caps
and through the designation of priority occupations. This has strengthened the immigration program’s
ability to respond to specific national, regional and sectoral labour market needs. Despite this progress,
Canada still lacks the levers to actively select applicants based on key economic needs.
A modernized, efficient application management system – like EOI – would help address many of the
challenges with the current system. EOI is an automated two-stage process to application management
and represents a pre-screening of candidates for immigration. As illustrated below, in the first stage,
prospective immigrants fill in a form to indicate their “interest” in coming to Canada. Based on a set of
publicly-issued criteria that are clear and transparent, the information collected determines whether
candidates enter the EOI pool and their relative ranking within the pool. The EOI form is not an
application itself but a first stage. In the second stage of the EOI system, candidates with attributes
aligned to needs identified by federal and provincial/territorial governments and employers (such as
work experience, language proficiency and educational assessment scores) are issued an “Invitation to
Apply” (ITA) for permanent residence. Under such a system, there would not be an obligation to review
all applications in the order received. Instead, candidates would be identified on the basis of relevant
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qualifications and experience. Not all candidates who file an expression of interest will be invited to
apply for a permanent resident visa.

To the degree possible, access to the EOI pool will be an automated process: assertions made in an EOI
form will be verified if and when a candidate is drawn from the pool and invited to submit a visa
application with supporting documentation. In the case of skilled immigration categories, a candidate’s
expression of interest would include information that can be assigned points, e.g., for language
proficiency, age, educational or professional credential assessments, occupation, work experience, a job
offer, and/or a willingness to settle in a particular region. Candidates must meet a minimum points
threshold for their expression of interest to be eligible for selection out of the EOI pool. Expressions of
interest can then be electronically ranked by points scores and sorted, (e.g., by occupation or desired
destination, etc.) according to criteria informed by needs identified by federal and provincial/territorial
governments and employers.
THE IMMIGRATION SYSTEM MODERNIZATION CONTEXT
The development of an EOI system for Canada is underway against a backdrop of major changes to
Canada’s immigration system. Key recent innovations and developments (some of which are described
in more detail in Annex A) include:
 Implementation of the Global Case Management System (GCMS) which provides an excellent
platform for EOI and introduction of e-applications for some programs;
 The Minister’s authorities (since Budget 2008) to better align overall application volumes to
annual admissions commitments, through tools such as numerical caps and the designation of
priority occupations;
 Elimination of most of the pre-2008 Federal Skilled Worker backlog through the recent Jobs,
Growth and Long-term Prosperity Act, which will allow CIC to focus resources on processing
applications that meet today’s labour needs;
 Changes to the Federal Skilled Worker points grid – with greater emphasis placed on factors
known to lead to stronger outcomes (like language proficiency, Canadian work experience, and
job offers);
 Greater facilitation of transitions from temporary to permanent immigration; and
 Centralization of application intake and processing.
This convergence of significant system changes increases the complexity of the environment in which
EOI development is underway. Yet, modernization initiatives across the immigration program share key
goals of enhanced flexibility and efficiency, greater labour market responsiveness and stronger program
integrity.
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EMPLOYERS & THE IMMIGRATION SYSTEM
Employers are key actors in the immigration system. As Table 1 illustrates, employer-driven Temporary
Foreign Worker (TFW) and Permanent Resident (PR) volumes have risen significantly in recent years,
highlighting the increasing employer use of and influence in the immigration program.
Table 1: Temporary Foreign Workers in Canada, 2002 and 2011;
Applications Received Overseas and In-Canada for Select Immigration Categories, 2002, 2004, 2008 and 2011

Program flows

2002

2004

2008

2011

Temporary Foreign Worker entries (persons)

110,861

190,769

Temporary Foreign Workers residing in Canada
(persons)

101,099

300,111

Federal Skilled Worker applications received with
Arranged Offer of Employment (cases)

1673

2271

3681

3477

Canadian Experience Class applications received
(cases)**

-

-

747

6,535

Provincial Nominee* applications received
(cases)**

1,421

3,258

13,771

17,938

Source: dwsweb;(Cube_Archives)/OMC_archived_cube/2012-Q2/all_imm_e as of July 3, 2012
*Note that only 50% of PNP streams are employer driven, the rest represent family-based and other categories.
**A case may include more than one person.

We know that employers are influencing immigrant source countries and skill profiles. While North
American and European countries feature predominantly in the TFW stream (e.g. USA, Mexico, France,
UK, and Australia are Canada’s top five source countries for TFWs and account for over 46% of all TFW
entries in 2011), Asia and Pacific countries are the largest source of PR economic immigration volumes
(Philippines, China and India are the predominant source countries for the PR Economic streams,
accounting for almost 45% of all PR Economic admissions in 2011). Employers also play a significant role
in the integration of newcomers. Research tells us, for example, that PR applicants arriving with
arranged employment tend to experience better outcomes1.
Traditionally, CIC has not had a direct relationship with employers hiring foreign nationals. While CIC
officers processing temporary and permanent resident applications regularly contact Canadian
employers, this tends to be for verifying job offers or work experience declared by applicants. Human
Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) and Service Canada have a more direct relationship
with employers, through the arranged employment opinion2 (for employers seeking to hire foreign
nationals for permanent positions) and labour market opinion3 (for employers seeking to hire foreign

1

Immigration program evaluations, such as the 2010 evaluation of the Federal Skilled Worker Program and the 2011 evaluation of the
Provincial Nominee Program can be found on CIC’s website at the following link: http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/resources/evaluation/index.asp
2
Employers can hire foreign nationals seeking permanent residence in Canada with the approval of HRSDC. This comes in the form of a positive
Arranged Employment Opinion (or AEO). The AEO assesses the proposed occupation (whether it is full-time and permanent), the wages and
working conditions, the genuineness of the job offer and employer history. Applicants for permanent residence are still subject to CIC’s entry
requirements.
3
Employers can hire Temporary Foreign Workers with the approval of HRSDC through what is known as a Labour Market Opinion. This assesses
whether there are Canadians available to do the work. Applicants are also subject to CIC’s entry requirements.
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nationals for temporary positions) processes. Provinces and Territories with employer-driven Provincial
Nominee Program (PNP) sub-streams also engage employers directly about their hiring needs.
More recently CIC has, through its employer engagement strategy, set about to engage employers in a
more strategic, coherent and effective manner that takes into account a number of factors such as: the
short- and long-term needs of the labour market; the need for high- and low-skilled labour; the
Department’s role and the role of its partners in the immigration-integration continuum; the operational
environment; and the diversity and capacities of employers to engage.
The EOI model presents an opportunity for CIC to develop a more direct relationship with employers in
the selection of immigrants. In some cases, this might simply mean that CIC establishes more routine
mechanisms for employers to convey skill pressures that are not being met by domestic sources of
workers and work with CIC on enhancing the employer experience in the immigration process. In other
cases, this could mean that CIC facilitates or promotes matching between prospective applicants and
employers with unmet skill needs. By engaging employers more directly in immigrant selection, CIC can
better align EOI design to key pressures facing Canada’s economy and help enhance employment
outcomes for immigrants upon arrival.
BENEFITS OF AN EOI SYSTEM
From the Government of Canada’s perspective, key objectives of EOI are improved application
management and the ability to move from passive receipt of applications to a more active selection of
candidates – i.e. those whose experience best aligns with Canada’s needs and not necessarily those who
applied first. There are also significant benefits to be gained by having a two-step application process
with no obligation to process expressions of interest: EOI allows greater application inventory control
and upfront automated processing leading to increased system efficiency. Of benefit to both the
Government of Canada and employers, EOI also offers the potential for the immigration system to be
more responsive to the labour market (e.g., through the potential to link candidates and employers) and
to introduce eligibility filters at the outset that support stronger immigrant outcomes and Canada’s
economic needs.
From an employer’s perspective, the primary interest in EOI is likely to be two-fold: 1) faster, more
efficient processing of skilled foreign nationals – e.g. permanent immigration processing in months
versus years; and 2) potential access to a pool of prospective candidates for expedited processing.
Engagement of a variety of Canadian employers is essential to validating these interests and probing
some of the key design considerations for both an EOI system and an employer registry (discussed
below), as they relate to employers.
A REGISTRY OF EMPLOYERS & EOI
In a scenario where CIC were to facilitate access by employers across Canada to prospective immigration
applicants for potential recruitment purposes, it is very likely that this access would need to be managed
to ensure good client service, efficiency and high standards. An up-front employer registration process
could be one way to do this.
Since April 2012, employers can benefit from the Accelerated Labour Market Opinion (A-LMO) process
to hire Temporary Foreign Workers (TFWs). Employers who have secured at least one positive LMO in
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the last two years, with no compliance issues with the TFW program, enjoy expedited processing (LMOs
can be issued within 10 days or less).
In the EOI scenario described above, employers hiring foreign nationals (whether for temporary or
permanent positions) could be subject to a similar back-end monitoring model. This would serve to
facilitate efficient up-front processing of LMOs while enabling validation of businesses and employer
compliance history in the registration period (e.g. every two years). Information collected at the backend monitoring stage could include:
 Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) business number
 Financial statements
 Details on number of employees, staff turnovers, etc.
In addition, employers would commit to upholding employer obligations (e.g. wages, working
conditions, etc.). Registration would be “one time” with periodic updates (e.g. every 2 years) and
dependent on employer compliance.
In an EOI scenario where CIC was not the facilitator of matching between employers and prospective
applicants, employer registration for pool mining purposes would not be a component of EOI. For
example, if, instead of offering the platform where this matching occurred, CIC could direct both
prospective applicants and employers to existing, web-based networking sites with greater expertise in
employment matching. This would not preclude, however, employer registration requirements for
labour market opinion and compliance monitoring purposes (e.g. providing information and
documentation on wages, working conditions, etc).
EOI ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIOS & DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
The following inserts offer an infographic and two illustrative scenarios that collectively provide a
detailed overview of the EOI system being considered for the Canadian immigration system. The
infographic on page 7 situates EOI processes within the broader immigration system continuum. The
central image (outlined in grey) represents largely automated processes that would manage the flow of
“expressions of interest” described above. The blue bar represents potential points of interaction where
a “match” could be made between employers and EOI candidates; these points are numbered 1-6 and
highlighted in green.
Points 1 and 3, are representative of interactions employers already have under the immigration system
that exists today – i.e. offers of employment made to a candidate in advance of their application for
immigration, whether under the Federal Skilled Worker program or a Provincial or Territorial Nominee
program. Here it’s important to understand that under EOI, point 3 indicates this nomination is being
made to a candidate that has been entered into the EOI pool.
Points 2, 4 and 5 are not currently part of Canada’s immigration system but exist in varying degrees in
New Zealand and Australia. At each of these points, employers could access candidate information:
employer access through a matching centre allowing for the direct “matching” of the EOI pool (point 2);
access at the time candidates have already been issued a an Invitation to Apply based on the merits of
their EOI application (point 4); or at the time an application is already in process and will likely be issued
a visa (for temporary or permanent residence) (point 5). It is anticipated that these additional points of
interaction would provide employers with more options to identify skilled immigrants.
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Finally, point 6 is meant to stress the large number of websites/companies where platforms already
exist for employers to seek out candidates from around the world and where an initial “match” with an
employer could trigger a skilled foreign-national to immigrate on a temporary or permanent basis.
The two illustrative scenarios found on pages 8-12 offer a step-by-step look at how an EOI system could
work from an employer’s perspective.
Questions identified on page 13 probe different EOI design considerations from an employer’s
perspective as food for thought. Employers participating in EOI consultations will be walked through
possible EOI scenarios and provided the opportunity to ask questions and provide input on EOI design
considerations.
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EOI Illustrative Scenario 1: Skilled Applicant Recruited from EOI Pool and Offered Permanent Job
Employer: Large Canadian employer in the resource sector
Principal Applicant: Mining Engineer; no in-Canada work or study experience
Job offer is long term/permanent
Likely immigration program: Federal Skilled Worker
Key Steps
1. Prospective applicants
submit Expression of
Interest to CIC for
consideration by
CIC/Employers/PTs

Is this a new step? Why?
Considerations
Yes. New two-step approach for
In addition to standard information, applicants will be required to provide
managing applications for PR EOI
information in their EOI on key human capital measures, such as:
pool thresholds establish minimum
 English or French language proficiency, as evidenced by a designated
human capital criteria for pool
language test
eligibility. EOI stage does not
 Third party educational assessment (authentication of applicants’
obligate CIC to process applications
international credentials and a determination of their equivalency to
but at the same time provides a
completed Canadian educational credentials)
potential source for labour market
 Level of education
recruitment.
 Occupation (using Canada’s National Occupation Classification)
 Years of work experience in-Canada and outside Canada
 English or French language proficiency
 Age
 Measures of adaptability
An overall score will automatically be generated by the EOI system based on the
information provided by the applicant to assist with determining minimum
requirements to enter the EOI pool (if applicable) and to rank and sort EOI
prospective applicants.
At the EOI stage, this information will be captured in CIC’s system as entered by
the applicant and not yet verified by a CIC officer.
An expiry may be in place after which time Expressions of Interest that have not
been Invited to Apply will be removed from the pool.
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Key Steps
2. Employer registers or
is already registered with
CIC for the purpose of
accessing the EOI pool.

Is this a new step? Why?
Considerations
Yes – administrative process
required to provide employers with
log-in and password instructions as
well as terms of pool access.

3. Employer searches
Yes – offers a potential recruitment
pool for prospective
source for employers facing
candidates, conducts
domestic labour shortages.
interviews and identifies
a candidate(s).

Search function would be limited to a set of fields containing employment
relevant information (e.g. age, occupation, years of work experience, level of
education, language proficiency score, etc.). Registered employers seeking
particular skill sets would have the option to contact all EOIs matching their
search criteria or a subset of candidates (e.g. a limited number or candidates or
candidates with top 10 EOI scores, etc.) to engage in discussion/interviews
regarding the position.
4. Employer secures a
No. Not a new step per se, but
Since April 2012, the Accelerated LMO (A-LMO) process has been in place for
positive Labour Market
HRSDC processes around LMOs are employers hiring TFWs. Employers who have secured at least one positive LMO
Opinion (LMO*) from
changing, and work is underway to in the last two years and with no compliance issues with the TFWP are fast
HRSDC for the position(s) improve processing of LMO
tracked – LMOs issued within 10 days or less. As of January 2013, HRSDC /
and makes a job offer to applications for employers with
Service Canada will be doing LMOs for both temporary and permanent job
the candidate(s).
positive compliance history.
offers.
In an EOI scenario, all employers who are making a job offer for permanent
residence would be subject to a similar back-end compliance model. This would
serve to facilitate efficient up-front processing of LMOs while enabling
validation of businesses and compliance history in the registration period (e.g.
every two years). Information collected could include:
 CRA business number
 Financial statements
 Details on number of employees, staff turnovers, etc.
* Employers can hire Temporary
Foreign Workers with the approval
of HRSDC through what is known
as a Labour Market Opinion. This
assesses whether there are
Canadians available to do the
work. Applicants are still subject to
CIC’s entry requirements.

In addition, employers would commit to upholding employer obligations (e.g.
wages, working conditions, etc.).
Registration would be “one time” with periodic updates (e.g. every two years)
and dependent on employer compliance.
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Key Steps
5. CIC is notified that a
job offer has been made
to an EOI candidate.
6. EOI prospective
applicant is invited to
apply for permanent
residence to Canada.
7. EOI prospective
applicant submits
application for
Permanent Residence
(PR) and is assessed
against the program
criteria (e.g. FSW points
grid).

Is this a new step? Why?
Yes. Required to advance EOI
applicant to PR processing stage.

Considerations
The EOI candidate’s file would be updated to reflect the job offer and positive
LMO from HRSDC for the position. This step would trigger the Invitation to
Apply (ITA) to the candidate.

Yes. ITA would be triggered by the
positive LMO and job offer
submitted by employer.
No. Not a new step per se, but the
FSW points grid is changing – see
Considerations.

8. Applicant has the
No.
option to come to
Canada as a TFW while
awaiting PR processing.
9. Principal Applicant is
No.
issued visa and becomes
a Permanent Resident of
Canada.

As of January 2013, FSW grid changes will:
 require minimum language proficiency;
 require third party education assessments;
 award education points for the foreign credential’s Canadian equivalent;
 adjust age points to benefit younger applicants; and
 adjust points to benefit applicants with Canadian work experience.
 increase integrity and simplifying process for the Arranged Employment
factor; and
 revise how Adaptability points are allocated, to reward factors shown to
predict the best outcomes.
It is at this stage that applicants will be required to submit supporting
documentation regarding their stated education and qualifications, which will
be assessed by a CIC officer.
Even with improved Permanent Resident processing times, there will continue
to be situations where employers/applicants would like the job to start asap,
which is possible through the issuance of a temporary work permit for the
interim period (assuming licensure, if applicable, has been met).
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EOI Illustrative Scenario #2: Skilled Trades Applicant Recruited from Overseas and Offered Permanent Job
Employer: Small or medium-sized employer in the construction sector
Principal applicant: Welder; no in-Canada work or study experience
Job offer is long term/permanent
Likely immigration program: Federal Skilled Trades Program
Key Steps
Is this a new step? Why?
1. Employer has
No. Many Canadian employers have
located a candidate(s) overseas recruitment processes in place
from overseas using
for responding to certain labour/skills
their own resources
pressures.
(i.e. candidate was
not found via the EOI
pool).
2. Employer secures a No. Not a new step per se, but HRSDC
positive Labour
processes around LMOs are changing,
Market Opinion
and work is underway to improve
(LMO) from HRSDC for processing of LMO applications for
the position(s) and
employers with positive compliance
makes a job offer to
history.
the candidate(s).

Considerations

Since April 2012, the Accelerated LMO (A-LMO) process has been in place
for employers hiring TFWs. Employers who have secured at least one
positive LMO in the last 2 years and with no compliance issues with the
TFWP are fast tracked – LMOs issued within 10 days or less. As of
January 2013, HRSDC / Service Canada will be doing LMOs for both
temporary and permanent job offers.
In an EOI scenario, all employers who are making a job offer for
permanent residence would be subject to a similar back-end compliance
model. This would serve to facilitate efficient up-front processing of
LMOs while enabling validation of businesses and compliance history in
the registration period (e.g. every two years). Information collected
could include:
 Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) business number
 Financial statements
 Details on number of employees, staff turnovers, etc.
In addition, employers would commit to upholding employer obligations
(e.g. wages, working conditions, etc.).
Registration would be “one time” with periodic updates (e.g. every two
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Key Steps

Is this a new step? Why?

3. Prospective
applicant submits EOI
to CIC, including the
job offer from the
employer and positive
LMO from HRSDC.

Yes. Even though the Invitation to Apply
would be triggered automatically by the
positive LMO and job offer accompanying
the applicant’s EOI, the EOI step is still
necessary to ensure a consistent, singlewindow approach to immigration
processes.
Yes. ITA would be triggered
automatically by the positive LMO and
job offer on the applicant’s EOI.

4. EOI prospective
applicant is invited to
apply (ITA) for
Permanent Residence
(PR) to Canada.
5. EOI prospective
applicant submits
application for PR
(Federal Skilled Trades
Program) and is
assessed against the
FSTP eligibility criteria.
6. Applicant has the
option to come to
Canada as a TFW
while awaiting PR
processing.
7. PA is issued visa and
becomes a Permanent
Resident of Canada.

No. Not a new step per se, but the
Federal Skilled Trades program and
associated eligibility criteria will be new
as of January 2013.

No.

Considerations
years) and dependent on employer compliance.

Set to launch in January 2013, the FSTP will require:
 Job offer or P/T certificate of qualification in a skilled trade
 Mandatory language threshold
 2 years of work experience as a qualified skilled tradesperson in the
last 5 years
 Education/Qualification – Satisfy employment requirement as
described by National Occupational Classification (NOC)
Even with improved Permanent Resident processing times (e.g. 6
months), there will continue to be situations where
employers/applicants would like the job to start asap, which is possible
through the issuance of a temporary work permit for the interim period.

No.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. As an employer, is access to a pool of prospective immigration applicants an attractive
recruitment tool to address labour shortages?
2. Do you have experience hiring foreign nationals and if so, has it been through temporary or
permanent immigration avenues (or both)? What have been your experiences with the
immigration system?
3. If your current HR strategy already involves international recruitment, what role would you see
for EOI and how could it add-value to your current recruitment practices?
4. What applicant information would employers need access to at the pool mining stage to
maximize recruitment utility for employers?
5. What are the key attributes or principles that would make EOI most useful to your type of
business (e.g. whether a large scale or small or medium sized-enterprise; significant or limited
human resources capacity, etc.)?
6. What, from your perspective, is a reasonable processing time from the moment an employer
identifies a worker to their arrival in Canada?
7. What role should employers have in selecting immigrants in an EOI system?
8. What responsibilities and accountabilities should be expected of employers granted access to a
pool of prospective immigration applicants?
9. How feasible is the employer registration process described in Scenarios 1 & 2, whereby
CIC/HRSDC would collect tax and other financial details about your business on a periodic basis
(e.g. every 2 years), in exchange for expedited labour market opinion (LMO) service and access
to a pool of prospective candidates? How could this model be strengthened?
10. What might be the impact of EOI on different kinds of businesses (i.e., small vs. large
enterprises, different sectors, etc.) and their use of such a system?
11. How can we engage employers in regulated occupations and make the EOI process work for
them? What could be done pre-arrival to complete critical aspects of the licensing process?
More generally, what do employers need from EOI to best understand foreign educational and
professional credentials?
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Annex A: Overview of Key Changes to Canada’s Economic Immigration Stream
Updated Federal Skilled Worker Program (FSWP): aims to select skilled workers who will be able to
integrate more rapidly and successfully into the Canadian labour market.
The key changes to the FSWP being proposed:






Making language the most important selection factor by establishing new minimum official
language thresholds and increasing points for language;
Increasing the emphasis on younger immigrants, who are more likely to acquire valuable
Canadian experience and remain in the workforce longer;
Increasing points for Canadian work experience and reducing points for foreign work
experience;
Simplifying the arranged employment process to enable employers to staff positions quickly yet
prevent fraud and abuse (i.e. replacing the Arranged Employment Opinion with the Labour
Market Opinion, which is processed by HRSDC on a shorter timeframe); and
Awarding points for spousal language ability and Canadian experience.

Educational Credential Assessments: As part of the broader strategy to streamline Foreign Credential
Recognition processes in Canada, as of January 2013, Federal Skilled Worker applicants would be
required to have either a Canadian educational credential, or have their foreign educational credentials
assessed and authenticated by designated organizations before they apply for permanent residence in
Canada. Points awarded would reflect a foreign educational credential’s equivalency to a completed
Canadian educational credential. This assessment would give immigrants a sense of how Canadian
employers are likely to value their education and the likelihood of employment in their fields of training.
Revised Canadian Experience Class (CEC) Requirements: The CEC is a simplified pass/fail program that
was launched in 2008 to allow foreign students and skilled temporary foreign workers, who had
successfully worked in a skilled occupation in Canada and who had official language proficiency, to
remain in Canada permanently. To meet Canada’s labour market needs more rapidly, and to make the
program even more accessible to skilled talent already working successfully in Canada, CIC is proposing
to reduce the CEC’s Canadian work experience requirement from 24 months of full-time work
experience to 12 months in the 36 months preceding the application.
New Federal Skilled Trades Program: To fill Canada’s growing labour shortages in certain skilled trades
occupations, CIC proposes introducing a new and streamlined Federal Skilled Trades Program to
facilitate selection of skilled tradespersons. This new program would better reflect skilled
tradespersons’ realities by putting more emphasis on practical experience rather than formal education.
The new Skilled Trades Program would operate on a streamlined pass/fail basis like the CEC. Applicants
would need to meet the following minimum requirements:




Mandatory language requirement given the importance of language as a determinant of
immigrant success and for health and safety reasons;
Either a one year qualifying job offer OR a Provincial/Territorial certificate of qualification in a
skilled trade to demonstrate that the person can be employed in Canada or that they meet
employability requirements;
Two years of work experience as a qualified skilled tradesperson in the last five years to
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demonstrate that their work experience, which is key to employability in the skilled trades, is
both recent and relevant; and
Education or qualifications that satisfy the employment requirement as described in the
National Occupational Classification (NOC) for that occupation to demonstrate to that the
applicant meets the general employability requirements in Canada.

New Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (IRPA) authorities established through Bill C-38,
including:
 Elimination of the FSW backlog –terminating FSW applications received prior to February 27,
2008, where a selection decision has not been rendered before March 29, 2012; returning all
fees paid to CIC for terminated applications.
 Clarifying and strengthening the Minister’s authorities: to set out special instructions to
immigration officers to guide work and study permit issuance; to establish conditions by
category or otherwise (including conditions that are not already present in the Act or
Regulations); and to issue instructions that can apply retrospectively to pending applications in
the categories covered by s.87.3(1).
 Applying Regulations to applications already on hand – permitting the creation of regulations
that will have retrospective application.
 Creating targeted economic programs quickly – authority to establish avenues for economic
immigration notwithstanding the Regulations.
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